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CONCERNING THE GENERAL VERTICALLY AVERAGED HYDRODYNAMIC EQUATIONS
WITH RESPECT TO BASIC STORM SURGE EQUATIONS

Heinz G. Fortak
National Hurricane Research Project, Miami, Fla.

[Manuscript received July 31, 1961]

ABSTRACT

The three-dimensional hydrodynamic equations for an inhomogeneous ,
fluid are used to derive a system of equations for the study of storm
surges in an exceptionally complete form. Smoothing over a short
time interval leads to the introduction of small-scale turbulent fric
tion terms but guarantees a mathematically defined free surface of
continuous slope. However, many of the characteristics of the wind-
driven surface waves are retained.

Vertical averaging permits the introduction of the kinematic

boundary conditions including the mass exchange at the surface. This
also leads to the introduction of exact three-dimensional dynamic
boundary conditions which contain all components of the turbulent
stress tensor which act on the surface. Many terms which are usually
neglected in linear theories cancel each other when the complete non
linear equations are integrated in the vertical.

A second process of time averaging is used tp filter all sur

face waves below a certain wave period. This leads to an expression
for the effect of the surface waves on sea level as averaged over a
period of several minutes.

The final equations for the mean water transport contain the
following effects which may be important in the development of
storm surges: a moving atmospheric pressure field; moving field
of tangential wind stresses; the wave set-up; horizontal and verti
cal density gradients in the free ocean or near the coast; non-
hydrostatic terms which can be expressed partly by the kinetic



energy of the surface particles, and therefore by means of the

kinematic boundary condition in terms of the equation of the surface

-i+Relf, and additional surface stresses connected with the total

wind stress at the surface and the total stresses at the bottom in

the case in which the slope of the bottom is not small; and the

precipitation-evaporation effect.

From this point it is possible to derive most basic equations

used in storm surge investigations and in many related oceanographic

problems in a manner which shows the approximations involved. The

separation of a basic current, such as that which may arise from

the astronomical tides or the general circulation of the ocean,

from the complete equations shows that the stormsurge cannot, in

general, be treated by perturbation methods.

The equations are derived in vectorial form to permit the

ready adoption of any special coordinate system suitable to a speci

fic problem. Some potentially useful but unusual coordinate sys

tems are discussed. Finally, vorticity and divergence equations

are derived from the general equations for both the mean velocity

and the mean mass transport. Several frequently used systems of

equations can be derived from these expressions in a manner which

shows the terms that are commonly neglected in the simplified

theories.



1. INTRODUCTION

The basic equations used in most theoretical storm surge research as in
most other modern research in dynamic oceanography are the vertically inte
grated hydrodynamic equations. This facilitates the introduction of the
boundary conditions applicable to the vertical coordinate, and it is these
boundary conditions that are dominant in most problems in physical oceanog
raphy. . ^

This dominance of the upper and lower boundaries in oceanography is in
contrast to meteorology where only the lower boundary is present and even this
has relatively little effect on the character of the large-scale motions.
Thus one of the essential differences between problems of dynamic oceanography
and those of dynamic meteorology is given by the differences in the boundary
conditions. The two boundary value problems of oceanography are, in principle;
much more complicated than the one boundary value problem of meteorology.

The vertical integration of the hydrodynamic equations, usual in oceanog
raphy, transforms the difficulties of solving the three-dimensional boundary
value problem into difficulties regarding the unknown stress and pressure at
the bottom of the sea. The disadvantage of introducing these unknown func
tions is compensated for by several important advantages. In fact, satisfac
tory solutions of several oceanographic problems have been obtained by com
bining the vertically integrated equations with the hydrostatic approximation
in rather simple expressions for the bottom stress, and even in fully linear
ized models (Sverdrup [31,32], Stommel [30], Hidaka [15, l6, IT], Munk [21],
and others). These linearized models, which are much simpler than those for
atmospheric motions, are applicable to many problems involving the oceanic
currents.

The same simplified form of the basic equations has been used success
fully in several storm surge research problems. However, there are other
problems in storm surge prediction.that are not solved from a theoretical
point of view. There are many situations in which the quantitative predic
tions of tide height during a storm cannot be made with satisfactory accuracy.
This is true, partly because the storm surge prediction requires a priori an
accurate detailed prediction of the meteorological conditions during the storm
(not presently available), and partly because the mathematical problem is more
complicated than one might expect.

There are several difficulties associated with the migratory boundary
during the inundation phase and non-linear interaction between the surge and
the astronomical current (Doodson [7, 8], and Proudman [23,2*0), and other
non-linear terms which can generally be neglected in the deep ocean but which
are significant in the vicinity of the coast. These problems cannot be solved
by a simple addition of particular solutions obtained from a linear theory.

Attempts have been made to incorporate non-linear effects by using an ex
tension of the equations for the first approximation of the non-linear shallow
water wave theory (Freeman [10]) and the method of wave derivatives (Freeman
and Baer [21, 13]). This latter method permits some investigation of the
interactions between the surge and the basic currents.



In this paper the problem will be formulated anew on the basis of the
general hydrodynamic equations. All approximations and assumptions will be
deferred as long as possible with the hope of obtaining a better understand
ing of the effects of the terms which may have to be neglected before a quan
titative answer to the problem as obtained. In many special cases the approx-
imation* which must ultimately be introduced could be introduced at the very
beginning with a resultant simplification of the equations. However, this is
not always true, and it is inefficient as each derivation with special
assumptions must be repeated for each special problem. Special cases can be
obtained directly from a general development of the mass transport equation
by the introduction of suitable assumptions in the final equation. Moreover,
when the derivation is carried out in this way, one has a better evaluation
of the validity of the special equation being used.

The mass transport equations derived here are believed to contain, as
special cases, all of the basic equations used so far in connection with the
vertically integrated equations in oceanography and many of those used in
meteorology. The form of these equations is given in a manner which permits
physical interpretation and which can be handled formally in a mathematical
sense. The form of the equations should suggest the introduction of new ap
proximations to obtain a more complete formulation of the practical problems.

2. BASIC EQUATIONS OF MOTION

2.1 Symbols and definitions

i = 2(D cos (f

f = 2 co sin 0

0 = co-latitude

i, J, k
'.<Mh +kk

r

«*=f j+fk
v -vh +k|j
y=vh+kvz

vh=ivx+j^y

$(g), g.
$(T), n(TW,t)

Orthogonal system of unit vectors

Unit tensor

Two-dimensional unit tensor

Angular velocity vector of the earth rotation

Three-dimensional nabla-operator

Three-dimensional velocity vector

Horizontal velocity vector

Density and pressure

Gravity potential and gravity acceleration

Astronomical tidal potential and equilibrium tide
elevation
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l(x,y,t) : Mean free surface elevation after first time averaging.

3^isc :Stress tensor of molecular friction

PV : Linear •momentum

pW : Momentum transfer tensor

t 1 rTA =-- J A dt : First time average of A
0 -

A' = A - A

A 1 r*£
A = —— / pAdt : First weighted time average of A

n T Jn

An = A - £

A» = 0; pA" = 0

? = - pV"V" : Reynolds-stress tensor (internal turbulent friction )

The following relations and notations are also useful:

V. { - p£ )=-Vp (1)

y= (. Pv"V") = (- pv-vj;) + ( - pvvpk =^ +¥ (3)
where

9^ =( - pvmvj) =i( - Pv^v£) +j(- pv£vMh) +k(-pv;vj)
x,h J y,h z,h. W

the "horizontal" component of 3^ and

9L - (-pv-vjjk = Tk (5)
V A Z

the vertical components ofj.

2.2 Time averaged equations for linear momentum

The complete equations for linear momentum describing the turbulent mo
tion of the fluid, and for conservation of mass are given by Eliassen and
Kleinschmidt [9]:

2§£ +V- jpW|f26>xpV =-pv|$(g)+ $(T)I+V.1 -p^+3;HBe j (6)



|f+V.pV=o (7)
The surface of the sea, when under the influence of a severe storm, can

not be described exactly by a single-valued function of position and time. A
turbulent zone in which the air contains much spray and the water many air
bubbles exists between the two fluids. A mathematically defined smooth sur
face, necessary for the vertical integration, which will be performed later,
is obtained by taking a time average over a short period of the order of a
fraction of a second to a few seconds. This averaging process introduces
additional terms representing small-scale turbulent friction.

Using the definitions of ordinary and weighted mean given in 2.1, aver
aging of equations (6) and (7) leads to

§ +v- Jpvv)+2t5>xpv =-pV $(s)+$(T)J +v• I-i^-py '̂+^J
(8)

(9)

If the horizontal x, yplane is chosen to coincide with the surface $'g'
=0and the vertical unit vector kis directed upwards, $(g'= gz and V$^g^
= gk. The tidal potential may be expressed as the equilibrium water eleva-

(t)
tion, t\ '(Defant [6]). By using these conventions and neglecting the molec
ular viscosity which is generally several orders of magnitude less than the
turbulent viscosity, (8) can be written in the form

2§2.+ V* • pVV +24>xp"V =- 8P- k- VhT|(T) +V Up^-pV"V"|
' • I n I (10)

It is assumed that this averaging process guarantees a surface which is a

single-valued function of time and position and which has finite slope, say

*) = "H U,y,t).

Applying these equations to the motions of incompressible but possibly
inhomogeneous water, as can be assumed in the case of storm surge calcula
tions, the condition for incompressibility is

d

and with this condition equation (9) leads to the well-known equation of con
tinuity for incompressible fluids

V-^= 0 {£*')'

We use, however, the general form (9) in the following derivations. This
is more convenient and simplifies the resulting equations in some certain sense*



3. BOUNDARY CONDITIONS

3.1 Symbols and definitions

It will be helpful to refer to figure 1 for the interpretation of the
following symbols.

f = z - i)(x,y,t) =0 : Mathematical equation of the surface (smoothed)
s

X. =-(z +H(x,y,t)} =0 :Equation of the bottom

-(? +?l,)=Ti +H=0 :Actual coast line on a sloping beach
s -b

5 =lS
S

k-vhn
: Surface unit normal vector

|v"£l >/i+|vhT|a
ns= k-vhif =B35ir

ft?.
— r\ ~5t~

s Surface normal vector

dti/dt

's ws =~I2

k+vhH

Normal velocity of the surface

V?v
: Unit normal vector of the bottom

*b =|v^-| ^ +|VhH|;

Nt - - (k +vhH) =cos^nb
Normal vector of the bottom

T,

JVC,, at

|v?b| x

<Vab
Am

P - E =
Am

cos a
s

Lower indices s, b

Upper indices (a), (b)

F=-5£+3^

n-f

dH/dt
Normal velocity of the bottom

: Slope of the surface and the bottom respectively

: Mass exchange at the surface (normal)

: Difference between precipitation and dynamic
evaporation

: Describing properties of the water at the boundaries

: Describing properties of the adjacent "fluids"

: Stress tensor

: Stress vector



S9)
r-o

INs^lK-Vh^ 1Mb — K-VhH : normal vectors

22

Ln,5"5Ti
ISI IIINV

Figure 1. - Explanation of the symbols.

itib=

Cn.i

: unit normal vectors

: normal velocities of
the boundaries

3.2 General remarks

w„ ?* ?ineina^c and dynamic boundary conditions at surfaces of discontin
uity require mathematically defined boundaries, internal or external, which
possess derivatives of the first order. This may be guaranteed £ the fore
going:process of first time averaging, e.g. T) (x,y,t) if the. derivatives V Tj,
dtj/dt are considered to exist everywhere. h

*>» If^ tlUid consi8ts of tw or more dissimilar layers separated by sur-
~n?L°* ?iscon*inui^ *** kinematic equation of discontinuity (9) must be
fSfmuf*t/ ^f^ bOUndaiy «"***** «* *» dynamic equation of motion
£n«LT£ ? Pv!°e^ bf adynamic boundary condition (Serrin [27]). Both the35Et5? ^daries of the sea may be considered as surfaces of discon!

*»*- "J?® Unematic. ^^dary condition at adiscontinuity states that the sur
face divergence of the velocity at the boundary is proportional to the mass
^^f! a* *^ ^^^ (T^^dell and Toupin [*]). If there is no mass
exchange at the boundary, as generally assumed, this condition means that the



normal components of the velocities on each side of the discontinuity surface
are equal to the normal velocity of the surface itself. Storm surges are
generally associated with severe storms and it is likely that in some regions
locally heavy rain or surface run-off from rain occurring over land contri
bute a measurable part of the surge. The usual form of the kinematic boun
dary condition will not be satisfactory in such cases.

The dynamic boundary condition at a discontinuity states that if surface
tension is absent the stress vector will be continuous at the discontinuity,
and in the presence of surface tension the component of the stress normal to
the boundary will have a discontinuity proportional to the mean curvature of
the boundary surface (Serrin [27], Wehausen and Laitone [38])- This latter
condition is usually neglected, but the work of Keulegan [19], Van Dora [35]
and others showing that the denevaluation produced by a given wind is de
creased by the addition of detergent to the water imply that this assumption
should be reexamined.

3.3 Kinematic boundary conditions

No significant mass exchange occurs at internal discontinuities or at
the bottom. Consequently, at these discontinuities the surface divergence of
the velocity vanishes. A mass exchange may take place across the interface
between air and water. Normal evaporation is universally present. Spray is
added to the air by the breaking of waves and by other processes. Some of
this water evaporates before the resultant drops fall back to the sea surface.
Water is added to the sea by precipitation, and near the horizontal boundaries
of the sea, water is added by the run-off of rain water from land surfaces.
All of these effects, other than precipitation and run-off^ are due to dynamic
effects near the surface of the sea. They may be considered collectively as
"dynamic evaporation," positive when the sea is losing mass at the surface
and negative when the sea is gaining mass. Therefore, at the surface a.source
or sink of mass occurs corresponding to the sign of the difference between
precipitation and "evaporation."

Disregarding internal discontinuities the kinematic boundary conditions
at the surface and at the bottom are

A> s ( (a) A 1 Am /,,x(DivV)s =ns •jVK ' -VgJ' — ("•)
f 1 Ps(Divv)b=nv v(b)-vb =0. (12)

Introducing the normal velocities of the boundary surfaces which replace

the values 5. •V and II,. * V respectively one obtains
s b

Am j 7; Am

s

(13)
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or

St "Nb •Vb =dt +Vh,b •VhH +Vz,b =° <*>
A

ST "N 8•V• -. J- (?-e)j,-U(x,y,t) (15)
Ks

df -Nb •Vb -0 ; z=-H(x,y,t) (16)

The kinematic boundary condition at the actual coast with a sloping bot
tom, ti+H = 0., can be formulated as

^ST^ +Vh.coaat •VJn ♦ H) =i- (P -I); (iHO =0 (17)h,coast h ' p
s

The kinematic boundary condition for a vertical coast or seawall is usually
expressed as

nb • v =o. (is)

A general, time dependent equation for the bottom has been used for the
sake of generality. This causes no difficulties in the following considera
tions and may permit application of the resulting equations to Tsunami prob
lems. .

3«fr Dynamic boundary conditions

In the absence of surface tension the dynamic boundary condition at inter
faces between dissimilar fluids is given by the vanishing surface divergence
of the stress vector. The boundary between water and bottom material may be
considered as an interface between two dissimilar fluids. Thus the condition
of vanishing surface divergence of the stress vector (Serrin [27]) means

(Biv$)a -ns •(S(a)-Ss) -0 (19)

(Divg)b =nb •(§(b)-£b) =0 (20)

This can be written by means of the definitions of the stress vector and the
normal vectors of the surfaces

Ns •( -vj +?.) =N8- ( -5(a) £ *s*a)) (2i)

N, • (- *>#♦ *„> =Nb • ( -; ™f ♦ 3<»>) («>

In the case of surface tension (19) has to be replaced by

<wt*). =n8 • (§(a) -SB) =|n8 (19')
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STJ ^ ^ l°ett^tnt °f 8Urface tension "4 R^ the radius of curva-
vritten as* *( *^ ^^ WI)- * this ^"oSTJT

This shows, that surface tension provides acorrection of the external
—( a.)

pheric pressure jr ',
atmos-

Therefore, in the following sections surface tension can be included
easily by replacing JWby p(a> +| , where the radius.R, of curvature can
be expressed in terms of derivations of the equation, ,, of the surface. ' '

(q\ S ?^wPlei.the St0rm surge could be calculated by solving equations
™l SS i ] J0*?*** With ** k±nematic bo^dary conditions (l5f anf(16)and the dynamic boundary conditions (21) and (22). Unfortunately, this is
not possible even in the simplest cases. • •

Aremarkable simplification is possible if the boundary condition (22) is
£2*? beginning of the calculation. However, tSataunSSycotton
™^4 the pre*sure at the bo«om and on the bottom stresses and these
™f ? Cam10 be ^^ bef°re 80lving the complete problem. The usual
III?™* ™< aSSUDIfi ?"? *"• ****>•«*•*« *» holds for the pressure at thebottom. This appears to be valid in most cases but it cannot be entirely
Snidinf°La COn/iv^rfi°fl °f the effect 0f 8Urface waves °» th* water eleva-tH\% ! nei^iborhood of the breaker zone. Even when the assumption of
™J^5 5 ° JaV f°r the b<2,tom Pressur* is acceptable there remains theproblem of the stress vector 72? . +««*«» uue

wz,h

n» classical method around this impasse, first used by Stokes in the
a£ n ?entUr5r,„iS t0 apply a no snp or Terence condition defined by
Aw 2' !?ffe AV denotes the difference between the velocity of the fluid

and that of the boundary material. This has been widely used and has led to
satisfactory results in several problems. The more recent work on boundary
a l!S?0ry lndicates tnat *» w> sliP conditions cannot be rigorous as a
description of nature and most later writers employ some type of no slip con-
altion, e.g.

A V ^ f(n -S) tang.

Alinear relationship between AV and the bottom stress is generally
used when a qualitative but analytic solution is sought. A quadratic rela
tion between AV and stress is generally employed when quantitative results
are sought and one is reasonably confident that he knows the proper direction
of the bottom stress vector. The no slip condition is sometimes used for
quantitative investigations if one has no a priori knowledge of the direction
of the bottom stress vector, in spite of defects in the physical theory, be
cause this will minimize the errors resulting from this lack of knowledge.'
The no slip condition can be stated explicitly as
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v.-—i2—0N. (23)b
1 + IVI'

thus expressing the velocity of the fluid bottom in terms of the motion of
the rigid bottom. The case for the stationary bottom is included for dH/dt
- 0. Other plausible assumptions regarding the stress vector arediscussed in
many recent papers, e.g., Weenink [37]> Schalkwijk [26], Reid [25], and Munk ,
[21], in connection with vertically integrated forms of equations (9) and J
(10).

The current, more rigorous treatment, requires not only the stress vec- [

tor T£ y_ but also the stress vectors % . and IS . which are important if the
z,h x,h y,h s

slope of the bottom is not small. The same considerations hold for the sur- ;>
face condition (21) where all components of the stress vector including those
which act on the waves of finite height are represented.

i;

Principally because of the unknown bottom stresses, the use of the verti
cally integrated form of equations (9) and (10) cannot provide the ultimate
solution of the storm surge problem. This must be kept in mind even &f many
investigations show that certain special assumptions concerning the bottom t
stresses give good numerical results for particular problems. However, as *
already mentioned, the advantages of using the vertically integrated equations
of motion in many oceanographic problems are so great that the disadvantage ;
incurred by the unknown bottom stresses is less than the advantages gained by \
this method* ;

k. VERTICALLY AVERAGED EQUATIONS

U.l Symbols and definitions

1 ?
A = 1 Adz : Vertical mean of a function A(x,y,z,t)

X-—_i \ pAdz :Weighted vertical mean of afunction A(x,
"p(^i +h) 4E y,z/t) j

A !
A = A + A* ='A + A** : Definition of ordinary and weigited vertical

mean

A* = 0; p A** a 0 : Properties of ordinary and weighted mean

I
? pVdz = (t[ + fl) pT'O' »Qv :Instantaneous mass transport vector

pdz = (tJ + H) p = Q : Instantaneous mass of a vertical column

-H
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- PV**V** : Reynolds* stresses resulting from vertical averaging

-(pVV) (a) : Surface wind stresses

U.2 Rules for vertical averaging of derivatives

Taking into account that the limits T)(x,y,t) and H(x,y,t) of the integral
in the averaging operator depends on the horizontal coordinates and the time,
the following rules for averaging of derivatives can be derived easily:

r--, *SA* ^
«*»»-* «wTl-SA.-^

dH

rt+H)v-r= vh

(tj+H) VA"= V,

(n+H)"A

C^-H)"A

-(Vhn) As -(VnH) Afe (21*)

for any scalar or vector function. This can also be written

3t

I'-M^jg^-Vjtr-v
v"Za = v-r+ ^

T)+H

VA" = V. "X" + —
a ift-H

(y^) ("r- as) +(vhH) ex-- aj

vh(^H) -r^N^^N^

U.3 Vertically averaged equations

Applying (2*0 to equations (9) and (10) one obtains

(25)

(VB) pV + v (Vh) pVvV -
A !,_*,g-N.-y..|(pvvp-Nbvb|(?v>b

k-Vhn(T)|+vh-j(^H)(-ifh- S^v*]

a-s.^l-.-ti-NbA|

.A
+ 26>x (tv*-H) pV= -g(ti+H)p

+ N .

|j|(^H)p| +V,/ |(n+H)pVv pb=0

Introducing the kinematic and dynamic boundary conditions (15), (16), an&
(21) together with the definitions of ordinary and weighted means given in 4.1,
the vertically averaged equations are
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= - gQ I

<^VJ+ 2fitaQV=
k-v.t,(T) +vh.1 (h+h) (-'p'̂ - pv^v" - p"v**ir*»)

(26)

-p (a)#- (pv"v")(a) + N, -^-(pV'V"), + (P-f)V .

3t +Vh oK = P-E, (37)

where only the stress at the surface assumed to be known has been introduced.

nw^??36 eq^ti0n/SJ?r the,f*eld variables Q,Vare quite similar to the
original equations (10) and <Q) for p and f with the exception that the ver
tical divergence terms are replaced by terms representing sources or sinks of
the mass transport vector Q^ e.g. the additional friction term resulting
from vertical averaging and the stresses at the boundaries together with the
precipitation minus evaporation effect.

At this point it may be noticed that so far no assumption regarding the
heights or the shapes of the surface waves has been introduced. Kie process
of vertical averaging has been performed exactly with the aid of the complete
kinematic and dynamic boundary conditions. This was possible only because
the complete non-linear equations of motion were used. Consequently no terms
needed to be "neglected" as is the case using the well-known linearized equa
tions. Many of the terms usually neglected cancel each other exactly.

Itofortunately the process of vertical averaging introduces new unknown
functions,^as already mentioned. The system (9), (10) contains the functions
V, pand pwhereas the system (26), (27) containsV, 'p, and "p together with
Hand the unknown bottom pressure and bottom stress, i.e. p. ,N *(-PV"Vm) •
In addition, the turbulent friction stress tensor -)5~v**V** resulting from
vertical averaging remains an unknown function. The system (9), (10) can be
made a closed one by assuming barotropy or by assuming a given density dis
tribution. The system (26), (27) cannot be made a closed one without using
very restrictive assumptions regarding the calculation of pressure within the
fluid and at the bottom, and regarding the nature of the stresses at the
bottom. Usually these difficulties are reduced to the problem of calculating
the bottom stresses by assuming hydrostatic equilibrium and by introducing a
given density distribution taken from observations. In such case the system
is a closed one but since the hydrostatic approximation acts as a kind of
low pass filter, filtering out all wave periods up to a certain period, leav
ing only so-called long waves, all effects connected with the superimposed
small waves which may be important under hurricane conditions and which
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are certainly important during the inundation phase, are neglected* There
fore, it might be more convenient to perform a second process of time averag
ing in order to get equations for the long wave-type hurricane surge leaving
only some correlation products between the superimposed small surface waves
and other properties and then using for the surge equations the hydrostatic
approximation.

One might think that it would be simpler, when dealing with storm surges,
to begin with the equation of continuity for incompressible fluids (9*)*
Actually, it is simpler to perform the vertical integration on the general
continuity equation and to introduce the incompressibility assumption at a
later stage. .In order to show this we apply the process of vertical averag
ing on the equation of continuity (9') for incompressible fluids which gives

(n*> v-v =vu •](**) vA +NS- vs+Nb-Vb =o '•'•'.
or with (15), (16)

at h

nunjy \y)

Vh) \\

(n+H)trv
P-E

PS

(27«)

where the ordinary meanV, of the horizontal velocity vector appears. In the

case of an inhomogeneous fluid with horizontal and vertical density gradients

the introduction of the weighted mean v. which also appears in (26) is use-
"*X~ S/^s "?\ "TV7" "7C"""

ful. These two velocities are connected by Vy. = Vh "V?* = Vu " V?* *&&
therefore the equation of continuity (27*) which replaces the general form

(27) for incompressible fluids takes the form

at * vh (W$£ P-E
+ v„ (^fH)Vg* (27")

where the divergence of the vertically integrated deviations of the velocity
vector from its weighted vertical mean acts as a source or sink for the total
height n+H of a vertical column of water.

Writing the general equation of continuity (27) in the following form

at h **>Y -5— -2115

p p

together with (27") the condition of incompressibility for the vertically aver

aged density p is

I+X • vh"?"

!f*X-v=£ (1 - Er )(p-e) - pv.

replacing dp/dt = 0 in the non-integrated equations.

(¥*)V£* ||
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The special case of no vertical density variations (dp/dz =0; V** = 0)
leads to the simple equation for the mean density

if we assume that P - E « 0.

4.4 Different forms of the vertically integrated equations

In order to get equations whose physical interpretations are easier than
(26) we take first the horizontal component of (26) given by

-gQ Vhn(T) -Vn j(Vh) "p J+(5b -p<a)) VhH +vh- (Vh)(-^V^ -PVgHr**)

+p^a) vn(¥-H) +Ns- (-pV^)(&)+ Nb-(-PV"V^)b +(P -1) vh

and separate the pressure into an internal and an external part; i.e.p=p^ '+
-(a)
p . Using then the equation of continuity, (27)> we obtain

d

3t Kl +v WSVi I+(2**t9V).
h'h

= Q
av:
-sr+vh- W+ ^A+ ^

=QJ^+(20xV)h+LlJVh
(T) (fa)^ r(D

+ pb VuH + V. •

(28)

(n+H)(-PVhVh - PVg*V£»)

- (n+H) vh P<a)+N8- (-pv"v^)(a)+Nb" (-pV'v^ (p -5)vh)8.
The vertical component of (26) written as an equation for the unknown inter
nal bottom pressure is given by



-(i) - -4a.)ifc1' =a- Pa;= Q
Q ^ z z.s/dt

-A A-^vh- (n+H)(-Pv^ v; -?v** v*»)

_ (.pV"v;)(a) (-PV"V")
N. • R • £-£•

= « g + e
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(29)

where Q^ denotes the deviation from the hydrostatically calculated bottom
pressure.

Equation (29) expresses the unknown bottom pressure p. by an also unknown
function S^ but this function can be supposed to be small compared to the
acceleration g of gravity.

Regarding the vertically integrated internal pressure (irj+H) I?1' asepa
rate calculation using the vertical component of equation (10) is useful if
one wishes to introduce deviations from hydrostatic equilibrium.

Starting with the vertical component of (10); i.e.

dV .-

dt 37
- pV" v» - 2<cfccp v* k

and integrating twice over depth, first from a depth z to the surface and then
from the bottom to the surface one obtains

(n+H) p*1* =(n+fi)("p- p(a)) -g \ dz p̂d£ + Cdz ( p—£ d£

- j dz JV (- pVM V") d£ +2£>x ( f dz (pVd^ k.
-H z <YL z

(50)

-~*

Introduction of the deviation p of the density from the vertical mean p
and carrying out the integration in the first term on the ri^it hand side
gives
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(i) (3D(t,+h)T(i) =—sr Q2 +g\ dz f p*dj+£

where the first term gives the hydrostatic value resulting from the mean den
sity; the second gives the effects of the deviations, in the vertical of the
density from its vertical mean value, or the hydrostatic value (this is not

not necessarily continuous); and the third term £v denotes the deviation of

the integrated pressure (t|+H) p * ' from the hydrostatic value.

Assuming hydrostatic equilibrium and disregarding vertical density varia-
.J i) —* x

tions (c , p =0, 0) the form

(VH)5(i) =4s Q2 (52)
2 p

is the well-known "adiabatic law" with the fixed adiabatic exponent 2 used in

the so called "hydraulic analogy" expressing that the integrated internal
pressure is proportional to the square of the mass of a vertical column of
water (Courant and Friedrichs [5] and Tepper [553)•

Introducing the gradient of (5l)> i-e«

-Vhf(^H) p"^} .-g(^H)^Q-§q\(^) -gVh( Jdz j?*d<;)-Vh£(i)

=-gCRU+H) -|(n+H)\o -gVK( \ dz \p dO-V.£(

and also the following expression for the integrated gradient of the atmos
pheric pressure

^(a) ^Ja) -(a)- (^H)vnP (a} =gayiw+ i (ajQvn (4-)

n
(a) P*(»>

g P

P

where

(55)

denotes the pressure deficit from some standard pressure, expressed in feet
of water, together with (29) one gets from (28) the following set of
equations



sr +vh° |W& |+(24»xftVJh

- -gQVn(WT))+Vh-p+H) (-pV£V£ - pV**V**)|
(j dz j Ac) +6bQ vhn -vhe(i)-§ (TH-H)2Vh?*- gVh

-H z

- (iK-H)Vi^a)+N8' (-pvMv£)(a) +Nb° (-pv-"v^)b+ (p-E)vh s.

=-gQVn (W - Tj(a)) +vh • (^H)(-pV£Vj| -?V«*$*»)

+QfQ+i<a)J Vh(4-) -gVh (Jdz (p* d{) +£bQ7hfi -Vhei:5
-fl z

+NB •(-PV"V£)(a)+ Nb •(-pV-V£)b +(P-E)vh>g (37)
which can be used in different combinations for convenience, ^together with
(27)> the equation of continuity, this system is considered always as a sys

tem for"^ and nwhereas p, p*, £,^\ (-PVHV^)b,Vh gmust be given.

Regarding the deviations & ' and 8 from hydrostatic equilibrium, how
ever, a further approach can be given. Considering first the second term on
the right hand side in equation (50) and introducing here also the deviations
—*

p from the vertical mean of the density one obtains approximately

-H z -H Jz -H z •

&2 n n A
f _* dVz

dz \ p~ •—- d£~ pJdz )d(^ )+)
-H z c -H - dtz

V2 "v2" « « dV

«* Q( r}. •Q( -§} +i dzJ ? **"
-H z

<H
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(56)
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We therefore get for £ ' the expression

, . , ft2 "W 1 5 3 #dv 3 3
• -PV" vj Uz

'I *l

2&x ( f dz f pVdO *k
-H z

(58)

where the term containing (V ) can be expressed further by r\ with the aid of

of the kinematic boundary condition (15)- It appears likely that the first

term on the right hand side, i.e. Q ( Jl ) - ( -1 )
l2 Js v 2 '

gives a good approxi-

:(i)£M1

in practical cases.

The same approach can be found for 5, by integrating the vertical compon

ent of (10) over the total depth leading to the expression for £ in the form

+ p
J

dt
-V- -pVT |+ 2fi*xoV- k (59)

where again the kinematic boundary conditions (15)* (l1*-) can be introduced in

order to eliminate (V ) and (V ).. It appears that a sufficiently good
z s z b

approach for many cases is given by

'v2

In concluding this section, we consider the case in which viscous and
small-scale turbulent friction can be neglected and in which all typical hur

ricane effects are disregarded; i.e., (p*aJ (-pV"V^)^a ,P-E) =(0,0,0), and
p = const. Neglecting further the astronomical tidal potential gradient,
equation (28) can be written

Q
dt

--Vh((^H)i(i)| +gQVnH
+£bQVflH +Vh. (^H)(-?V£*V**)
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The first approximation of the shallow-water wave theory, described by

Q dt +26,XX f --vh1 (Vh) 5 (i) + gftVflH

S
"f(i)(tj+H) p vx/ =-rr. Q

2 p

dQ
3t 'h

is obtained by neglecting the terms

+ V. «x = o

e^v^H, Vv, •{(n+H)(-P$Hte*) , £(i).
b" Yh h Yh

(*0)

Therefore these terms represent the higher approximations of this theory.

Neglecting these terms also in the general equations (28), (56) or (57)
means that the resulting equations are some kind of first approximation of
the general equations and show the same restrictions that are included in the
first approximation of the shallow-water wave theory (Stoker [29], Wehausen
and Laitone [58]). This will be considered later aflier having performed the
second time averaging.

5. STORM SURGE EQUATIONS

5.1 Second time averaging

We use a second process of time averaging in order to obtain equations
for wave periods on the order of storm surge periods and longer. The time
interval may be of the order of a few minutes.

Using the same definitions for ordinary and weighted time mean as given
in 2.1 the averaged equation of continuity (27) is then given by

ot+Vh- 4
A —

- ^ +QVh:X=f-i (41)

whereas the averaged equations (28), (36) and (37) are

(1) (W^ ^i)vhH+Vh
-TC—X"

(n+H)(-pv^v^)+(n+H)(-pvg*v£*)

(-*W^)h vhJ - fn+Hjv^+Ng- (-pvMv£)(a)+Nb# (-pV"V£)b+ (P-E)vh>l
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--sQVhn +sQVhn(T)+vh.|(^H)(-pv^)+(^H)(.p^^)+ (."5vp*)l

-f (^h)2v/- gvif dz f pV) +g-5 vH. v gar
TT h

"(^H) Va;+N8- (^rv^)(a)+Nb- (-=pW»)b +(M,f
h,s

=-«QVhn *g§vnn(T)+ gQVn1(a)+ V• (^H)(^,v-v;)+(v-H)(-5^*»^g»)
\ — — —

<-W^)| «{£ ♦ p<*>| vh(i).gvh (/-'f p*«) +̂ v -vh?)
-H z

+NS • (-pv»v£)(a)+N.- (J^v-L *(p-i)v

Introducing for the time mean of each product term the mean «1» *n*the^corresponding correlation product one gL thislo™ £ ^nl^rSenta-
a I* A A

k«KK* are + (2caxQY)h= q
A ^.

^ +(2WxV)h +Ufr
Q

=-^V.(TJ-Tl(T))+7u- (l+H)(-PV^) ^n*)(^v£^W-«^];)

-g7vh( 5$ -| (!^H)2+ (v2)

3r+QVh-\=f-I

V -sfj** ("?*d9 +fbQ Vh*^J5 vhH- Vh£( x)
-H z

-gvh(p-. ^_) . g(^H)vh(p'n') - (5«) vhp(a> +NS •(.5V*?5)w

♦Nb- (-^vlv <**•*,,,.-*V,W*Ni. (-Pvv»)'(a)+(?..i.)v-/8
_ .. (42) ,

V—-V-J-F,,
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the system in fact describes the two-dimensional compressible flow with

"density" Q (mass per unit area), velocity vi, mass generation P-E (mass per
unit area and time), and with the sum ]E of some "forces" (force per unit
area).

The physical interpretation of the terms in equation {k2) is as follows.

The left hand side contains terms connected with the mass transport of
larger scale, i.e. mass transport connected with the surge and the astronomical
tidal wave. Here

Q»ypdzJ, QX=K PVndzJ, (^H)^£«-s-| CpVjdz J
-H -H P -H

are the mass of a vertical column, the mass transport vector and the volume
transport vector respectively. The volume transport vector has the physical
meaning of a barycentric velocity.

Regarding the Coriolis acceleration there is no doubt that this term can
be approximated in the usual way

A 1 S\
(2«ixV)n* fKx*^, f=2a) sin 0 (l£)

The right hand terms are acting as "forces" to produce the mean hori-

zontal mass transport Q*^ within the surge. These are:

(l) The well-known force resulting from the mean inclination r\ of the
surface

.- gQVn n W

(2) Generalized lateral friction

VVV (*-H)(-pvTvT) + (VH)(-pv**v**) + (-QT"T") (^5)

where the lateral "friction"stress tensor consists of three different turbu

lent friction tensors resulting from three different averages of the non
linear terms of the equations of motion.

Following the usual assumptions regarding the correlation products (k5),
it can be written formally (Eliassen and KLeinschmidt [9])

Jl) A
-pv£vh' =p ^ vhvh

-fvrvr^VhX , \-vh (W)
-^Fh=^vht
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(1) (2) (3)
where the coefficients K^, 1^ and 1^ of eddy viscosity certainly have dif
ferent meanings and may be expected to have different values. The first one
is connected with small-scale turbulent motion averaged over a time interval
of the order of seconds. The second one describes the structure of the ve
locity distribution in the vertical and the third one describes turbulent
lateral friction connected with the mean motion within the surge averaged
over a time interval of a few minutes.

Introducing (k6) into (h5) gives formally

\-\=\

= v.

[_,(l> a"" (2) «. (3) Tfr
-V|<»< Wh* Wh+ «h*

which might be written but only with rough approximation, as

vh -Fh*vh ,{^KhVhrh} « k^v2 (5Vh)
where very little is known about the new coefficient of eddy viscosity It ,

(3) Boundary friction stresses:

(a) At the surface we have

Ns-(-pv"Vh)(a)=Ns,(-PvX)(a)+N^(-pv"vh,),(a)

TIT' ™ -(2) (3) A(^H)pKhVhVh +(n+H) pK^X +5K^J^

--(1) AS _(2) -_• _(3) *(VH) pKhVhVh +4 ^Vj^ ♦ « K^^
(47)

(48)

- (-PvX)(a)-vhl • (-pv£vp(a)-vhv • (-pvJvJI)'̂

N.- (-pvX)(a)= %[% -vhn •(ifg ♦ \t\$ -V(i^M^h;
— _ (*9)

where the definitions N.=k "̂ .1 from 3-1 aod T from (4) have been used.
(b) At the bottom

Nb • (-PVV& =-(-pv;vh)b - vhH . (-pvnvn)

z,h'b h~ j1^*,Nb-(-pv"v;;)b =-(^2ih)b-vhH K+J%,h\h'b

(50)
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withN = -(k+V,H). This expression is shorter than (^9) because it can
*'b h

be assumed in this problem that the bottom is not a random function of time.

The expressions

i»>(a) ^WNs •(-pTT/% tl% (51)

Nb • (-pvv^b» -corZ)h)b (52)
are widely used. Strictly speaking, these are valid only for a flat bottom
and only for a very long wave with a gentle slope and without any superimpos
ed surface waves of finite height and shorter |«riod.

*

If a complete spectrum of waves is present and if the surface wind field
is turbulent, equation (51) does not provide sufficient information about the
effect of surface friction from a theoretical point of view. A better ap
proximation is provided by

Ns •(-PV"V»)(a)« f<aJ -VhV •(i%i*l +)%'%)• (53)
More empirical data are needed for a full evaluation of the corrective terms.

(k) Atmospheric pressure gradient

The so called inverted barometer effect is connected with the external
atmospheric pressure gradient in the case of equilibrium and is given here by

-(^H)vh 5<a) =-(n+n)Vh p(a) -? vh p-(a)
where an additional term connected with small-scale variations of the pres
sure gradient appears. This is small even under hurricane conditions.

(5) Wave set-up term

The wave set-up term in (k2), i.e.

- g?vh (~4)
is a typical non-linear effect of the equations of motion. All superimposed
waves contribute to this term. The effect is proportional to the negative

horizontal gradient of the variance (r\f ) of the superimposed waves which
usually has a maximum in the breaker zone near the coast. If no other effects

are present the mean surface elevation tJ should have a minimum here and may
increase sharply between the breaker zone and the beach. In the open, sea
this effect is small; however, near the coast under hurricane conditions this
effect can be very important.
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(6) Horizontal density gradients and vertical density variations

Horizontal density gradients build up a force in the equation for hori
zontal mass transport (k2), i.e.

( n+H )2 +(v2) V
which is directed toward smaller mean density values p (Hansen [lU]). In the
case of equilibrium, the mean surface elevation fj should have a maximum where
the mean density has a minimum, as is the case along the axis of the Gulf
Stream near the coast of Florida. Such density gradients affect the storm
surge by resonance under certain conditions.

tRle *?fluence of the vertically integrated deviation p* from the verti
cal mean p is given by

-gVh (jdzJ^A
-H z '

where discontinuities of density in the vertical are allowed even with non-
horizontal boundary surfaces between the various layers. These boundary
surfaces, however, have to be known in each theory using the vertically in
tegrated equations of motion integrating over the whole depth.

(7) The terms connected with density variations with time

The terms

-fVh (5»ii'2) -g(ij+H) vn ('p"v)
represent correlations between local variations of the vertically averaged
density with time and the small surface waves which are surperimposed on the
surge. Such density variations can be caused by rain or suspended sediment
even in incompressible fluids. They can be important at the mean actual
coast where at a fixed point during the time interval of the second averag
ing the water is oscillating around the mean actual coast line which varies
with time more slowly than the instantaneous water line. Except for this
possibility of importance near the coast, these terms can be neglected.

(8) Tidal generating force

The term containing the gradient of the astronomical tidal potential

gQVh t,(T) =- Q7n$(T)
is small for scales compared with hurricane dimensions. Interactions between
.^e ^d^R- Vave current and a basic current can be treated by subtracting
thesei currents from the basic equation (k2) leaving then an equation only for
the hurricane storm surge.



(9) Non-hydrostatic effects

These effects are contained in the two terms FqV^H and -V fi'1 .
b h h

Introducing the expressions (39), (38) for 8 and fi1' one gets explicitly

g^vhH -vj17* [f (A-'AI +«~5r

- V

+...J

[Qj(^)s.(J))+(|d2^^d^...]
K+ ]
dT+*--J

V H
vh
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• [•
v2' v2 .

K2 'b v2 *b

(54)

- V.

(o5). - <:£)

[1
A2
V

(^). - (o2)

+Q p V

+ Qf ¥)s - (5s) +... J
where the friction and Coriolis terms have not been written. The boundaries
can be expressed in terms of tj and H by introducing the kinematic conditions
(13) and (Ik). After the second time averaging process has been carried out,
the non-hydrostatic terms can be expressed in terms of the mean motion of the

surface and correlation between the elevations tj' of the superimposed waves
and other quantities.

The non-hydrostatic terms represent one force in the direction of V H =

-Vh(-H) and one in the direction of -V 61'. The first one vanishes for a
flat bottom. In this case the second one is small. However, if the bottom
slope is great, the induced vertical velocities are also greater and there
fore the non-hydrostatic effects become significant.

Writing these terms in the following form

^ VhH -Vh£u'= FbQVhH +(7 nV +(*a) p' £b +p'i' £b) VhH -vh t
a correlation between the turbulent pressure variations at the bottom (non-
hydrostatic) and the amplitudes of the superimposed surface waves appears
which may be important in connection with special bottom configurations near
the coast.

(10) Precipitation-minus-evaporation effect

In the case of mass exchange at the surface of the sea the complete kine
matic boundary condition (15) led to a source term in the equation of contin
uity and also to a source for the mass transport in the equation of motion
given by

:(D. tU)
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(f-E> vh,s =(p-£)$h>s +(p- -E-)vhjS.
Here either the instantaneous horizontal surface velocity vector V

h,s
has to be known or its decomposition into the time mean and the turbulent
fluctuations. This effect is small even if there is heavy rain within the
hurricane and can be neglected in the open sea and in not too shallow water.
However, in small basins with shallow water this effect may be important.

5«2 Basic equations for long-period motions of the ocean

The equations derived so far are quite general and the introduction of
approximations or special assumptions has been largely avoided in the deriva
tion of the system (1*1), (1*2) for the mass transport within the ocean under
the most general conditions of an atmospheric wind- pressure- and rain-field
acting on the surface of the sea. The effects of surface run-off of rainwater
falling on the land bordering the sea and of rivers emptying into the sea have
been neglected.

Not even the conditions of incompressibility or homogeneity have been
used and therefore this system can be applied to the description of many >
atmospheric motions as well as to oceanic motions if the boundary conditions
are suitably modified. If the vertical averaging is applied to the total
mass of the atmosphere, the two-boundary value problem of oceanography is
simplified to a one-boundary value problem for the atmosphere, but in this
case the turbulent nature of the sea surface as expressed in equation (1*9) may
need to be included in the bottom boundary condition (50). The application of
this technique to atmospheric motions will not be carried out here but the
reader is referred to Van MLegham [36] for a discussion.

Writing down the system (1*1), (1*2) once more using the approximation (1*3)
for the Coriolis acceleration and the notations (1*5), (1*9), and (50) the
final system is given by



%*\ t%\ =?-!

35V. A A

lit **vh. utohvh ♦A*^-V7*

S_ ,n'2
=-gftVhi) - g pVh(-^-) - g(ri+H)Vh( p'V) -

- gV ( p'n,2/2) +

(i)+ gQVhn

f |(^H)2+(n-2)|vhp-

- sv, fj d.jp*ds) -
-H z

-(^+H)VhP(a) - n'Vhp' (a) +

+£bQVhH-

+ (*- E)Vh,s
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(41)

(55)
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where the different "forces" have been arranged in such a way, that each col
umn is supposed to have a different order of magnitude for purposes regarding
the storm surge. Unfortunately too little is known about the order of magni
tude to be sure of this arrangement. Also, a change of terms from one column
to the other is possible during the approach of a storm to the coast.

It is interesting to formulate the equation of continuity for an incom
pressible fluid which replaces (1*1) in this case. Averaging (27M) over time
leads to

^♦vl (**)Y„ - (*£>♦* (n+H)V*»

or

^♦Vlctov, -( — ) +v\ (n+H)v£* -n'Yn (MO

which gives the change of the total water depth at ajfixed point in terms of
the divergence of the mean volume transport vector (^+H)^T, and some sources

or sinks for tj+H on the right hand side including besides the time mean of

the term depending on the integrated deviations VJ* from the weighted verti
cal mean and also on the correlation between the heights of the superimposed

smaller surface waves and the corresponding fluctuations of the mean velocity

vector ~^T.
h

Introducing Q = p (tj+H) = p (tj+h)+ p'rj' in the general equation of contin

uity (1*1) this equation can be written in the form

P P P

from which together with (38*) (for incompressible fluids) the condition for

incompressibility for the mean motion follows in the form

f +t:# -^ [tW)*(¥)-^-|fi«)vf-v^-(^>^- ((W)fj)]
The density variations p1 during the interval of averaging in an incom

pressible fluid correspond to the inhomogeneity of the fluid. These density
variations certainly are small in most cases and therefore the last term on
the right hand side can be neglected.
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Disregarding further vertical density variations and the precipitation-
minus-"evaporation" effect the condition of incompressibility can be used in
the form — _^_

f+Vh- V =#- vh-| vvd*o
T\rn * '

For general considerations, however, it is more convenient to use equa
tion (1*1) instead of (1*1*) and introduce the property of incompressibility at
a later stage of the calculations.

5»3 The homogeneous ocean and frequently used storm surge equations

In most of the mathematical treatments of the storm surge the assumptions
of homogeneity and incompressibility are made. These assumptions mean in our
notations _

P = P = p K p = const.

(56)

Therefore we get a system of equations for the homogeneous ocean by divid
ing (1*1) and (55) by p. Introducing further the definition (35) for Tjfa) we
have

^♦v «*>vh P-E

P
(57)

St I<5*>^ I+Vh' h+H)thfh| +fkx (W^ -V•^ =
= U+h)

dt
+ fkxV + P-E

p(n+H)X
- V.

•gU+H) vh rj -«vh(^)

+g(ii+H)Vh ^a)

+-¥-v-(i^+j^)
<*«*>»

+6bVVhH

(t)+g(n+H)vh n

-—^717 (58)

.%i&l .ffa)

. V.H- (i(Vb +j(V^)
h v* o Jo '

+(n+H)£b vh h

£<*)
- V.

h p

P-E A

P Vn,s
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which system can be considered as a system for the volume transport vector

(i\+K)Wh and the water elevation i\, when the remaining variables are known.

Sometimes it is convenient to introduce into (57), (58) the speed of long
waves C and a fictitious speed C , defined by

C2 =g(n+H) ; C2 =g(^a)+H)
which leads to the system

\Yt A _. ^

h +fkxV - -^(?-e)(v,. . -X) - -% v„ • X -dt "h ^ ^ -« 'h,s »h' pC2 T, "h

+csvh(2cs) +% ,. vhn'taJ
CL (61)

+3 i$ --%vhv-(iTiiah+j^a)) - ji-vh<«y.asS+ji$)
P°L pCL

PcL PcL <i^*J&>-(i<^A*^b)|

+J-fb"'vhH +^vi H

CL

=-^vh^i)+-^(f,-s,)vi,s
PcL PcL

a system for the field variables yT and C
n Xj.

5.31 Equations, in connection with the first approximation of the shallow-
water wave theory

If for the long waves we assume hydrostatic equilibrium holds in the mean
and if in the friction tensor £ we neglect second order non-linear terms

which were the result ofvertical averaging, then the terms

£bVhH ' "Vh^(i) and (?+H)(-pV**V£*)
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drop out and the resulting equations may be called equations of first approx
imation in analogy to the corresponding equations in the, non-linear shallow-
water wave theory. The basic equations of this theory are obtained froM57
iLZrJ^l*7 *esle+c*inS •"• exter** influences and internal friction^t^
gether with the assumption that no small surface waves are present- i e(Wehausen and Laitone [38] and Stoker [29]) Present, i.e.,

3t

or

d(ij+H)
"ot + V,

(5+h)VJ+ v
hi' "h

\(2CL}
dt

(n+H)Fv
h

A A

= 0

(5*>%*£ a -g(TJ+H) V^T)

+cl\'X =°

tt
dt =-CLVh(2CL) +SV

(62)

(63)

effec^Jfthfr^fn-heSe e?uations to equations including storm surgeeriects and the Coriolis acceleration but excluding the effect* nf „J!t.
posed surface waves and the terns in the thirdlo^m ofSationf (58) a£(61) is given by Freeman and Baer [13]. eqwaona 150; and

A

or

dt v \(**)YA -0
3S|<**>X| +vh • (wO^T +fkx (^H)w- . (»)

r(*K . 1 /»(•)=-g(n+H) vh (n - n
>♦? z,h - ( ,h'b

dt + CLVh \-o

(65)
A *

— +fk^ --cL vh(2cL) ♦ cs vh (2Cs) +J£ (fig . (^J

«?r S^6 riV^y the method of ^ve-derivatives (Freeman and Baer [11
ZUL« ^ fr^ion is stiH neglected in these systems. However^ thesystems are closed for the unknown functions if the stress at toe Sttom is

5.32 Separation of a basic current

It is desirable, in storm surge research to separate from the +n+»i <^i„
tion abasic state which would be present in the absence of toe So™ T^is
basic current includes the astronomical tide, semipermanent current™ anfany
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transient currents not due to the storm being investigated. The Gulf Stream
and the counter currents near the shore are examples of semipermanent and
transient currents.

The complete equations (57) > (58) for the homogeneous ocean in abridged
form may be stated as

d(n+H)

where

|5> +V f<5H0VhJ "¥

? ♦X •\\ ♦ *& ♦ ¥t -"«vh(n -H<a>- n(T))p Vh ° vh'

p(ntB) l 'h ~n "z'n " ^"A ' VhH ' (1(^x,h'bT^<hr,h'b+-Tt: K ' K+ ^i?h - (tr,.h)b - vdh • (icr A+ j(tvJJ+>K

-2 .«:(!) .icU)Kh - -,*h< ^-). vhv • (i^+ j^> +(g-^.)vhH

is assumed to vanish for the basic current. The basic current is defined by
the following (hydrostatically approximated) system

a$!*)+Vh.|(q(o)^o)].0 (66)

1th +Vl0)' *$io)+ *4<o)= -«*„<*•>-,«)
(67)

1

+P(n(0)+H) \^i0)-(^:h)b-vhH-(i(^b+j(^)b)|
which does not contain any storm effects. If one separates the storm induced
variables from the basic ones by

% =V£0) ♦Vi#) = i-*M **#) (68)
the pure storm surge equations for the homogeneous ocean may be stated in the
form

$?+ vh •I<*•>*$*> +5<•>$<•> +**>$<•>] =M (69)
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=-gvh (n(#)- n(a))
(70)

P(.(0)^(*)+H)

=(*)
all
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p(n(o)+H)(^(o)+n(*)+H) fa -2i0)- <ft-v •(i(f2vi<i)bf
The storm surge variables, indicated by the star, may not be small compared
with the variables of the basic current. Therefore, the interactions between
basic current and storm surge current are quite complicated and it will not
always be possible to obtain satisfactory results by perturbation methods.

In principle the solution of the basic system (66), (67) has to be known
with satisfactory accuracy for each individual domain of the ocean to calcu
late the required storm surge under given atmospheric conditions.

Disregarding internal lateral friction and neglecting the terms contain

ing P-E, Kn, and VhH •(pV£V£)b> the simplified system is then given by

+_i_ |=<*> /»<•>, +£2_^(°)} 1

rt^J*00^ SyS?!^f°Ltoe pure storm surge ou«ent is obtained if the complete equations (57), (58) are written in the form

»-(*)
^+\
af(*)

^ +vh -Sh - f-f
aS,
"St +vh' S^| +fkxSh =-g(w)vh(^a).,W)

T]+H

^h 1v**H*S-<*U|-vi^*R^

(71)

(72)

(73)

K.1
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where the volume transport vector

Sh -(n+H)Vh (TO

has been introduced<

Writing the basic current equations also in terms of the volume transport
vector

^ ♦ vh •Sh(0) -o

cSh0)
"ST- + vn-

g(o)g(o),
+fkxSio)=-g(n(o)+H)vh(^(o)-n(T))

<o),

ZihLi (76)

h " ox'' . —' "h

f(o)

h p p z,h b h
1 /^(o)

p J p

and subtracting this system from (72) and (73) one gets for the storm surge
=(*) a(*)

variables if ' and JV ' the system

(V-H)(^°J+H)

£(*)
Jh 1

j

(75)

(77)

1^+Vh TJ+H
+fkxSj**.

- ^W7/»- ^a)) - 8n(#) vh(n(0)- n(T)) +Vh .*-f ♦ ij^-(^)'z,h v*'z,h b

(78)-VhH

-(*) (T)where the term g?p vhT is negligible in most cases.

The simplified system corresponding to (71) is given by

-(*) r-f*)
.(ft A .(<J,! x.h'b fj -~y,h b

«i#)
3t

+ V.
8,8, ShOJS(o)o(o)

-1kxsi^ =
ij+H w^

-Kh,

.g(i|+H) yh(n<*>- ^a)) - gn(#) Vn d0)- n(T)) ♦ J. IK" <CJv

S- <19>
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where the divergence term on the left hand side of the second equation has
been written in the original form,.

These surge equations contain in a quite general sense all interactions
between the pure surge current, caused by a hurricane acting on the surface
of the ocean, and a basic current which includes also the astronomical tidal
current. Whether the system (69), (70) or the system (77)> (78) is more use
ful for the study of non-linear interactions cannot be said at this time.
However the simple form of the equation of continuity (77) is one advantage
of the latter system.

In a linear treatment no interactions can occur. Thus the best approxi
mation at the coast is a simple addition of surge height and tide height.
(See equations (83),(6^).)

5*33 Equations in connection with linear theories

The starting point of all linear surge theories is the equations for the
first approximation of the non-linear shallow water wave theory, i.e., the
assumption of hydrostatic equilibrium and the assumption that the horizontal
velocity components are not dependent on depth (see 5.31).

In the first step of linearization one usually neglects ;bhe non-linear
terms which contain the dyadic product of the mean velocity yh and the terms

Vht) •(-V^V^ ,VH •(-pvJJV^d on the rf-efr* band side of equation (58).
This gives the system,

^+vh.sh=M m

H1 +**Sh -vh •^ --***>**<W (a)- n(T)) ♦ i(5g-<\hy
jq Jtf (80)

-gVn (-^) uvV/'.V^ •(i^ +j^)+(£^.) VhH
in terms of the volume transport vector Sh*

Disregarding the effects of superimposed wind-waves and swell, the effect
of the excess of precipitation over evaporation, and assuming an approximate
expression (U8) for the divergence of the friction stress one gets instead of
(72), (80) the simplified system

^±2> +Vh.Sh=0 (81)

^ ♦ fkxSh-KhV2Sh= -g(^H) vh(n-n^-„(T)) +±J^-J-(^j (82)
or, with the further approximation fj<<H and the assumption H(x,y,t) = H(x,y)
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M+VSn=0 (85)

*£+fkxSh -k,vh2Sh =-gnvh(««-,<*>>.i(ti-(\h\)o(64)
This system is in common use for almost all treatments, of oceanographical
problems using the vertically integrated equations of motions and is used in
almost all theoretical considerations in connection with the storm surge
problem.

5«3^ Wave equations

The complete system for the homogeneous ocean (57), (58) can be written
in the form

sS
-sr+ aSh - Wl^h+ fkxSn =-K (86)

where some "forces" have been split up and where now

-tfh --V I%fM "^H)Vh(ii-n(aWT)) +vh •S.k^S
1

+ -

p

TJ+H h

^2-feA^sb) I-V^) -^'fi^ ♦ j^>
—~ r-T _ 1E(a) lE*a*

P

8(i) P-E A

.(^h>b -^A- yuH • (l—£A! +1 Yrh*)
a y o J o '

+(5H0^VhH-Vh^ +^Vh>s (87)
contains the non-linear terms, the deviation of the lateral friction term
from the simple expression (1*8), a modified bottom stress which is assumed to
be proportional to the surface stress, and all correction terms connected with
superimposed wind-waves end those discussed in 5.1.

It is possible to derive a wave equation for tj+H from (85), (86) provided
that the coefficients on the left hand side of (86) are constant. Taking the
horizontal divergence and the vertical component of the vorticity of the
volume transport vector one obtains
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<it+ a-^h>vh-Sh-fk-vhxSh =-Vl£ (88)

4 +a -V^k-VSh +fVSn =-k-vJ£
(89)

d 2Applying the operator (^r + a - K^V,) on (88) and introducing-(89) to
gether with (85) leads to a wave equation for ij+H, namely

The wave equations of all simplified models can be derived from this
equation by specifying the vector jE'L* The simplest possible specification is

the linearization and the neglect of all complicated terms it e.,

-^--tfV^W-n^J+n^ (91)
where the assumption

<^z,h>b ""«Sh+ n^J (92)
for the bottom stress has been used.

The principal value of the wave equation (90) is its application to the

I S Shilinearized case where the term V, • I *L_-!l Ican be neglected. In the more
n I ?j+H 1

general non-linear problems the separation ofvariables is a much more compli
cated problem and cannot be carried out in general and therefore no simple
wave equation can be expected. However, the number of equations can be re
duced by introducing two scalar functions instead of the components of the
volume transport vector defined by

Sh=Vh!f+ k*Vh^ (93)
Writing

ar£p-E) P-I
3t p

introduces the local change with time of the water elevation due to the pre
cipitation minus evaporation effect, and the equation of continuity (85) is
fulfilled if we set

*)+h =-v^X> ii(p"E) (9k)
Introduction of (93) and (9*0 into (57), (58) or (85), (86) leaves one

vectorial equation for the unknown scalar functions ?Cand iff.
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5.1* Wave equation for the non-homogeneous ocean derived from the general mass
transport equation

A wave equation similar to (90) can be derived for the mass transport in
an inhomogeneous ocean in a manner analogous to the derivation of (90) by
separation of the lateral friction approximation (1*8) and by introduction of
the expression

(^z,h>b= ?Mh+«^an (92')
where the horizontal mass transport vector Q^jZ is denoted byM.h-

Writing (1*1), (55) in the form

-vh-Mh-|-(M)

^ a#)Mh -vX* **Mh= -Ph
(*)

where here the "force" Jp'. is given by the expression

(*)
-Fh = -vh-

(85')

(86')

+(i-ti)^an- g?vh(^) -f|(^-h)2+ (^5)|'vhw^j dz fAs)
gftvn(WT)) - (^H)vh5(a)+vh .f- \vzhMh

-V ' <*«&♦ i&>"V *MxA +J^y,h)b
^V-^^^Vh.s (87')

the "wave" equation similar to (90) follows by comparison of (86) and (86') in
the form

fa W 2,2 2

(*)
where a and f are assumed to be constant.

ao a (*) 2 (*> i (*>

(90«)

This is a wave equation for the mass Q of a vertical column of water in
which the nicest time derivative appears on the left side. But on the right
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side, there are still time derivatives, derivatives of Q, tj, and of all the
other terms which cannot be determined separately in this treatment.

The evaluation of the divergence and the vorticity of the "force" vector

jPk on the right side of equation (90*) is a matter of simple differentiations
and will not be given explicitly in this paper. However, it can be seen from
(90') that these approximations lead to the different equations which "are used
in connection with the vertically integrated equations. For example, neglect-

ciQ.
ing the derivative tt of the mass of a vertical column with time in the equa

tion of continuity and introducing a mass transport stream function, allows
us in the derivation of (90') to incorporate the Rossby-parameter /%, (i.e.,
one can take into account variation of f with latitude). Then the equations
of Welander [39] are obtained by dropping the left hand side of (90')> neg- -.

tion (92*) the expression

Vh P. -kxV, P, \ (with D=~ times Ekman depth) (92")

lecting several terms in j£T, and- using instead of the bottom stress assump-

«tz,h>b =- Dl b -~ yh*b v J-v " 2*

(*)
and putting a equal to zero in this case.

Whether the resulting equations which exclude "certain" types of waves
due to the assumption dQ/dt = 0 should be used for storm surge calculations
is uncertain.

5.5 Introduction of bathystrophic coordinates

5*51 Definition of bathystrophic coordinates

We define a bathystrophic coordinate system o*i> as follows: The first
family of coordinate lines is given by the lines of equal depth, the a-lines.
The second family of coordinate lines is arbitrary, but we choose here the

i>-lines which are orthogonal to the a-lines.

Given the lines of equal depth -H = const, in the horizontal plane, a
system of unit vectors <& •jfc/ which are orthogonal, with the relationships

W-d =0,»>2 =6Z s1, can be defined by

VJ-H) ,

& ^xk=-p^H| (kxVhH) (96)
Therefore^ is the tangential vector of the lines -H = const., the

a-lines, and directed so that it has decreasing depth on the left hand side.
The vector^) is the normal vector of the a-lines and the tangential vector
of the i)-lines and is pointed toward decreasing depth. (See fig. 2.)
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V-LINE .,;.

The orthogonals to the a-lines can
be found from the differential equation

coast dSx^=0 i.e. #? =|5 /|S (97)dx o^' 5x

where do is a line element of the or
thogonals. The solution y=y(x,C) rep
resents the family of x>-lines in the
plane.

In this orthogonal coordinate sys
tem each vector can be written

O'-LINE

or, for the nabla

(98)

(99)

Figure 2. - Definition of bathystro
phic coordinates. The unit vectors df and $) change

their direction from point to point in
the plane and are therefore dependent on the position vector. For example we
get for the horizontal divergence of these vectors using (95), (96)

vh.<z>-=-

h

j^pk-VhHxVh(|VnH|)=g=i-
|^pVnH•Vh(| VnH|) --pL_ (V*H) .-|-°. -i-

(100)

(101)

where the radii of curvature of the coordinate lines are R and R »respective

ly and are defined by the rate of change of the angle a if one follows a
ta-line or ai>-line in the direction of their unit vectors. These radii of
curvature which play an important role in the following equations can be cal
culated from (100), (101) by means of simple differentiations of the bottom
profile.

The following additional formulae for partial differentiations of the
unit vectors are useful:

^•-vh^=of=r^
a

or. v. *>» - i- <*
h R

a

n jk^

(102)

5.52 Transformation of the basic equations to bathystrophic coordinates

The basic equations of motion and continuity (55) and (kl) can be trans-
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formed to bathystrophic coordinates by using the rules for differentiation of
the unit vectors, i.e., (100), (101) and (102).

One gets for the equation of continuity (1*1)

St + "3o" dif a h
)i)= P-E

or

oT +-oT£ +-Sir- +-r7--T£ =r-E*i>
(103)

Scalarly multiplying the equation of motion (55) by & and J^and intro
ducing (98), (99)> one gets for the acceleration term the two components

"1*7+Vn ^- tqffi

it
v + v.

do*)

Using further the expressions for the components of the divergence of
the dyadic product of two vectors JL and P

dA B

vh • <AB> •* - #
dA,B A B - A.Bx

+ ^ + ——
A B, + AB

a a/ j/a

dA B,
vn-(AB)-^ =-5^ +

dA ,B

IP*> R R.,

in the acceleration components (10*0 and taking the a- and ^-components of
the friction term on the left side and of the terms on the right side of
equation (55)* one obtains the following system

(1) Equation of continuity: ^ A

3t +^T^ +S5T +^7 "-R~ "P"E
(2) Components of the equations of motion:

(105)

(103)
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a *^

vh.(?n)-«r- g5|j (WT)) -(n*H) ^+ ^ .*. (^)b.«r
£-3 /*a

-«S?<Y>-f (n+H)2+ (v2) dp 3
~3J- gSS (^ dz \ p*dtJ

-H z

-V'GK'S -JU'S) '*-«**) |j ('p--'V) -g §; (?. |L2)
3*J

-V^-vnn- (i^^jig) •^-v.h. (i(irXjh)b +j(nry)h)b)
a?1) ,r=^—-r-

--57" +(^)vh>8-<P= f

A A

V T Ro vv a y T R,) v« V

(106)

=vh •(?h) V -*|j (5 - ,<«) -<*h) |,(a)+ fg .»; -(f h)b. »)

-g?|p(^)-|l (?)+H)2 +(V2) r!§ -s h> (jdz 5p#d«
-H z

(Jd,jp*d{)

-vhij. • (i-ar>)+ j^w,.,;. g(^H) |j (?v). gIpjfr. ^_)

_ ^.(»)-v%- -^ •(i^?h *j^;h> •5) -vhH. (idr,^ jcory,h)b) •*»
.7H7 rr

-^KH|-%r +(?-5)vh)8.j)= f (107)

where the deviation of the bottom pressure from the hydrostatically calculated
one enters only in the V-component.
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5*53 Bathystrophic motions

fnrm<!^ Purpose of transformations of the hya^odynamical equations is to find
2EEJ? ™•****»• which are suitable for the treatment of special
St roblem!• Fof exam^ in transformations to fulfill given boundary
conditions, one tries to make the boundary surface (or line) acoordinate sur
face (or line). This is exactly the case if one uses the bathystrophic coor^
^8p^ coast line is acoordinate line, aa-line, for Sich un^r
BuT^J^hf^^fti0f the Water transP<>rt *°™*- to this line vanishes.
?^6wiffin^3' *£ d^ntoce- of the terms on the **** side of equations(106) and (107) on the coordinates aand »is aquite different one. For ex-
X+'v, <COm^n?°t of ^ wave set"uP t«a in the direction normal to the
isobaths is certainly much greater than in the tangential direction. Further,
as already mentioned, the non-hydrostatic bottom pressure deviation vanishes
in one component only in this bathystrophic system. For many applications
also the density gradient has the direction normal to the isobaths and there,
fore the component of the density gradient tangential to the isobaths in (106)
can be neglected. There are many properties of the sea depending mainly on
the distance from the coast; i.e., depending mainly on )> and not on a. For
this reason the equations written with respect to bathystrophic coordinates
may be useful with respect to reasonable approximations.

One of these approximations is the assumption of a bathystrophic motion
in the mean which means that the component of the vertically and time aver

aged mass transport normal to the contour lines a = const vanishes. There
certainly can be a mass transport toward the coast in the upper layers but
there must be present also a lower counter-current for compensation. If there
were a sustained mass transport toward the shore across the isobaths in the
vicinity of the coast, much larger land areas would be inundated than is us
ually the case. In our notations the bathystrophic approximation, which was
used successfully by Freeman, Baer, and Jung [12], means

A A

\ -Va&; "15-0 (108)
By introducing the mass transport vector

Mh =«t ' Ma =«Y; (109)
the bathystrophic approximated equations are obtained from (103), (106) and
(107) in the following form

If +(^ +5^Ma=1L1 (W)
*M * , M2
35* +& *fc >i" -'„ (no)

M2

m° +S"= F^ (ru)QR
a

where the abridged right hand sides of equations (106) and (107) have been
used. This much simplified system with known radii of curvature is the basic
system for the calculation of the so called bathystrophic storm tide [12].
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The bathystrophic mass transport M follows from (ill) immediately if the
component of the "force" JT in the direction^ is known:

or

M =-§fQR J
a 2 a

y---i«

1+-I/1 +

1 +a/1 +

TFT
v_

f2^
(112)

(U3)

The analogy to the geostrophic-cydostrophic wind in meteorology is ob
vious; however, here the two signs of the square root together with the two
possible signs of the radius of curvature lead to four possible solutions.

Since Q is always greater than zero, the sign and magnitude of F, and
R^ determine the direction and the magnitude of the bathystrophic mean volume
(or mass) transport vector.

For

(113) are

V(cl - -y a,l

For "cyclonicly" curved isobaths, i.e., R > 0, the two solutions of

fR

1 +„ /1 +

1-/1 +

fR

f Q *

with the limit value

~W

f2QR

TJF

2-
f QR

a,l ~v a,2 ="~

(114)

(115)

(116)

(117)

for the equal sign in (116). This means an hanticyclonic" current in this
"cyclonicly" curved family of isobaths for both solutions. -

The case of strai^it isobaths is obtained from (ill) and given by

f Q

For "anticyclonicly" curved isobaths, i.e., R < o. the solutions are



where

TAr(acL
va,l ~

f|R

-Tr(ac)= a1
v a,2 2

X =

flRJ

*|bJ

V1"
~w

*W

fI" *
with the limit for the case of the equal sign

A f*~\ Afa~\ f|R I
v a,l " va,2 -TT""

Introducing the new variables X and Y defined by

IfF.
Y =

*I«J

*7

(119)

(120)

(121)

«

(122),

(123)

into (114), (115) and (119), (120), one gets for purposes of graphical repre
sentation

Y = X (2 + X) : for R >0, i.e., cyclonicly curved isobaths (124)

Y = X (2 - X) : for R •< 0, i.e., anticyclonicly curved isobaths (125)

We shall call the dashed parts of the curves in figure 3 and the corres
ponding dashed vectors in figure k anomalous solutions. These may be realized
for bathystrophic currents on the shelf of the continents under certain condi
tions.

In the case of the geostrophic-cyclostrophic wind in meteorology the
"force" Fjj corresponds to the pressure gradient pointing toward lower pressure

and therefore in the atmosphere F^> <-> -<*# > 0 and only the upper part of
figure 3 is valid for atmospheric motions. Then the dashed part of the curve
for anticyclonic curvature is the anomalous solution for anticyclonic atmos
pheric motions* According to Alaka [1,2] this plays a role in hurricane
dynamics. The dashed part of the curve for cyclonic curvature in the upper
part of figure 3 corresponds to the antibaric anticyclonic motion in the
atmosphere (Holmboe et al. [18]).

In the present case of oceanographic bathystrophic motions the sign of
the "force" component Fp normal to the isobaths cannot be determined in such
an easy way as is done in connection with the geostrophic-cyclostrophic wind
for a frictionless atmosphere but this sign is determined by the sum of all
terms on the rigit hand side of equation (107). Therefore even the negative
sign for K) may appear and consequently more kinds of bathystrophic motions
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Figure 3« - Representation of the different solutions of the bathystrophic-
current equation (ill).
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Figure 4. -Possible directions of the bathystrophic current for given type
of curvature of the isobaths and given direction of "force."

are possible in the vicinity of the coast than are realized in the atmosphere
for the simple model of the geostrophic-cyclostrophic wind.

In the case of cyclonic curvature of the isobaths, R > 0, we have ac
cording to figures 3and 4for F^, ^0 the normal cyclonic current V^ and

^ (f*} a «2the anomalous anticyclonic current Y •(. For F^ < 0we have only anticy
clonic currents, a smaller normal solution, and a larger anomalous solution
which, however, are bounded with the limit value (117).

In the case of anticyclonic curvature of the isobaths and for Fo >* 0 the
possible currents are anticyclonic and we have a smaller normal and a larger
anomalous solution. These are bounded with the limit value given by (122/.
For F^-<0 we have a smaller cyclonic current and a larger anticyclonic cur
rent.

The simplest expression for F^ is obtained from (107) by neglecting all
but one term; i.e.,

*--«5|S
ojTherefore for ^ >0, F^ <0, the currents have the coast on the right

hand side (except=the anomalous current for anticyclonic curvature of the
isobaths). For ^ < 0, F^>0, the currents have the coast on the left hand
side (except the anomalous current for cyclonic curvature of the isobaths).

When, however, all "forces" on the right hand side of (107) are present,
such simple statements cannot be made, but the inequalities (U6), (121)
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for given curvatures of the isobaths remain valid and can be used for the cal
culation of limits for the so called "set-up" in cases in which the curvature
of the isobaths plays a significant role. If, however, any information about
the direction and the magnitude of the bathystrophic current is available,
even under hurricane conditions, the complete bathystrophic-current equation
(111) can be used for an estimation of the set-up. If this is not the case,
the wwplete system of equations for the bathystrophic mass transport, i.e.,
(110), (111) and (103») must be used in order to eliminate the bathystrophic
mass transport and to obtain equations for the remaining variables. This was
done, in simplified form by Freeman et al.[12]. The general non-linear problem,
however, is a very complicated one, even if the bathystrophic mass transport
can be eliminated with the aid of (112).

5.54 Elimination of the bathystrophic mass transport from the complete
bathystrophic system of equations and the bathystrophic wave
equation

The equation (ill) for the bathystrophic mass transport allows the
elimination of M from the system (110), (111), and (103*) and the deriva-

a

tion of a wave equation for the mass of a vertical column even in the quite
general non-linear case described by these equations.

Writing (ill) in the form

a

Q

= - f R M +RF.
a a a *

and introducing this into (110) gives

dM oR dM M dF

?-*?^-'^<?+i{>-^(? +̂ , +(Fa-3?V (12?)

(126)

oR

with the divergence of the bathystrophic mass transport on the right hand
side. This can be expressed by means of the equation of continuity (103*)
leading to

(k-'^>V^.(£-(^>-V3r*£) +(V^V> (128)
d 1Applying the divergence-operation ^j +R~»on (I2®) gives

* dR dM M
o ^2

d R > dR xtt OR

'dt
<Sr-*x#h«2+ *£>-*3a- V

^- dFi F, dR

M
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a2a
From this it follows that if —*2 ^ 0, a second expression for the bathystro-

dad
phic mass transport besides (112) is given by

M = -
a ^ [& -*£><i -<**>

(129)
This expression for the bathystrophic mass transport contains all "force,"

components, the configuration of the isobaths, and the change of the mass of
a vertical column with time.

The stationary bathystrophic mass transport for curved isobaths follows
from (128) as

M = -
a

1

"3F

and the limit case of straight isobaths is described by

Ma " ? F>)

dp) F.. dR„
f R (P-E)- R (^ +-£ )+ (F -T7F0)a v ' a yoa Ry a oa V (130)

(131)

In these expressions for the bathystrophic mass transport the equation
of continuity has been used which makes these expressions more general than
is equation (112). For example, the following derivation of a wave equation
is possible only by using (129) and ean hardly be done with the use of (112).

a dR
Applying the operator vr - f ««-£ on (129) and introducing (128) gives

the following "wave" equation

[•
OR dR oR o2R

<5E -' i?>2 -' <!t -' S^Vla +fe> +̂ *f\ ^]<I - (P-E))

[n dR > - ° R 1 / ^R dF , F i v
(132)

or

*n , dR OF) F, v
(133)

where.
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^2 ^2 dR R n 0 dR ^ P &R R p dR p

P 02R
-f2R -** (134)

^2 . * dR n S2R i &* ,
D2 dtda iy St o^T o^ v^2^ Rj) 5a^'

The corresponding equation for the steady state follows from (132) in
the form

. , d2R /oR dR dF. Fv ,

. , dR d2R /dR --
=_f(R (|- +1 )+2j-* -R —4/^2)(P-E) (136)

^Vda R>) da a ^2/ da

This equation seems to have more physical meaning than (132) for the assump
tion (108) of purebathystrophic motion means that streamlines and trajectories
of the mean motion coincide with the isobaths and therefore the whole motion
has to be steady state. Only in the case of a bathystrophic approximation,
where *^h is considered to be small compared with other terms in the system
of equations, the wave equation (132) is valuable as an approximate equation
for motion which does not follow the isobaths exactly.

The steady state set-up in the case of curved isobaths disregarding the
precipitation minus evaporation effect can be calculated from (136) by putting
the right side equal to zero. The result is a second order partial differ
ential equation in the variables aandV. This follows after introduction of
the right hand sides of equations (106) and (107) into (136).

In the open sea the mean motion certainly is not bathystrophic and there
fore the complete equations (103), (106), (107) nave to be used, i.e.,

I +<l; +fe>Ma +& -!;>«»-" (103,)
^+(|_ +i.)i+(|7.|-)^-^!-iL-f^ =Fo do6.)
? w ¥.5 ^ a Q QRa QRi)

^+(|.+L.)^+(|p.|-)^+^+i+fMa =F>J (107.)
7T vda Rj) q dV Ra ^ QRO QR '

a

where, however, the component M^decreases towards the coast and vanishes at
the coast itself under certain conditions.
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5.55 Separation of a basic current in bathystrophic coordinates in the
case of a homogeneous ocean

For the sake of completeness we add to this chapter the transformation
of the equations for a homogeneous ocean from which a basic current has been
subtracted, i.e., the two systems (69), (70) and (77), (78). This trans
formation can be done easily with the aid of the properties given in 5.51
leading almost immediately to the equations for the pure storm surge pro
perties in bathystrophic coordinates:

.=(*)
§-♦ &♦ fc) (^W^^V 4>-t->i (1(0)+H)V<*^*>^

P

(69-)

•(*)

^*v

^S
g + V

TFT h

R

+ v/ —^ + vy T3r +Va -35—+ vy -337-

+ jj) -component of further terms, where the divergence terms on the left sides
can be written explicitly with the aid of (105).

. i. rv^*)^;^) -^.(WM^ifr0) -5}l *i ^

p 'a
.fY(*}+ E^V" =-|- (^(*}- n(&)) +(^-component of

the additional terms on the right hand side of (70).

Vv A J + V „ A„ + V,o "ST x VV "31?" v a "5<r

rVav a

a +~ Vy -"5?

the additional terms on the right hand side of (70).

The second set of equations follows from (77), (78) in abridged form:

^(>), ,b .1xq(*). ,d 1.x a(*) 5-f-§t +(§^+ r^} sa *(s> - s^ sy s
(*) c 1

w (*) ,= x& ,=(*) -(a)* . =(*) 3 /=(o) (T),... • or- f sy= - g(^H) ^ uv W y)-gv ^(V '-V ')+

+ (^-component of further terms

a

.a

♦ 1 (vffl+Wty^^.fffi;^:^)* (to
R a * a

+fy(*) +Hf =. jj- (^*)-U(a)) +*>-co^neirt of

(77»)

j (*) ,= . o ,=(*) -(a)* =(*) <L/=(o) (Th
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5.6 Time dependent coordinates

5»6l Natural coordinates

The reason for writing the basic equations (4l) and (55) in this special
form by introducing the variables Qand1fh was to get equations analogous to
the equations of two-dimensional gas dynamics. However, this leaves auite
ftS/rr,0n th6Alght ha*d Side 0f <55>- **• allows usTappl^somestandard techniques of transformation to general time-dependent coorSnateT
and to derive some general theorems connected with the vorticity or the di
vergence of the mean volume transport vector ^ST.

The introduction of so-called natural coordinates can be made analogous
?Life(£\rfU°^ °5 thC bathystr°Ph^ coordinates. Writing the equations
\M)> (55) in abridged form for the mass transport vector

Mh =P-E

MhMh
Q

(410

+fkxMh =F. (550
where the force ]J£ includes the lateral friction term. The natural coordi
nates are defined by the tangential vector S of a trajectory of the.mean
mass transport i.e.

(137)Mh = SM
and the normal vector to the trajectories which is in the two-dimensional
case also the normal vector to the streamlines.

n = kxs (138)

Therefore streamlines and trajectories have the same tangential and normal
vectors•

We call the streamlines the "s-lines" and the orthogonals of this
system of lines the "n-lines." Then for each fixed moment the following re
lationships analogous to (100), (101) and (102) are derived in texts of
differential geometry:

V, 5 "R
n

V,

s

*-vhs=*f =i-n ; 8.vhn -t&.'-jLs
(139)

(lto)
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where the curvatures of the streamlines and their orthogonals are unknown
functions of position and time in contrast to the case of bathystrophic
coordinates.

Introducing the representation of any vector A and the nabla in natural
coordinates i.e.

A -SAB+nA ; \ =sh+ nll (141)

into (4l«) and (551) together with (137) one obtains

5t + Vh •«i-i*g*f-«
s5f+M5T +Vh-|^ss| +fMn

= S 5t + M5t- +ST
M2

Q J
l

M2s +— (l-s+ ij-n) +fMn =sf +nr
Q Rn Rs s n

Introducing the curvature j- of the trajectory according to Blaton's
s

[3] equation

1 1 A1 „ as

s s y

(1*2)

we get the basic system in natural coordinates by taking the components of
the preceding equations

o

3¥

dM . d M2]
oT + crs"

1 5

f M +

+ J- , F
QRn

M2

Q r.
= F ,

n '

st+ §7+ r - p-E *

In steady state is r = R and the system becomes
s s

^
+ ~ Fs '

Q Q R
n

f M +

Q R,
= Fn>

oT+R"
n

= P-E

(11*3)

(Ikk)

(1*5)

(1U6)
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Comparing (1*3), (ikk), (ito) with (110) fill) fin*.\

motion the curvatures R, and R^ are known functions of position aM can be
calculated easily from the definitions (100) and (101). This is not the case
for natural coordinates where the curvatures rg and Rn can be obtained only
by solving the whole system. Nevertheless, the equations (128) fl2crt ™a
equations^"0* ^ ^ tOTml °°«te^8 * SMS^JSt"*equations:

oM +^s M * /dM M% *Fn F„ °r
oT-f3rM =frs^ +R-)-^-^ +^)*(VsrFn)
or

n "n

dM ^r« An —- dF F dr

M = -

o2r
f s ± n

c^""r2 "5E
n

1 n

(147)

(148)

+<s+ r) I-<*.(§ -(**»- rs(^f 4) +(fs -^ Fn)|] (1,9)
[(5t-f^)2-^-f^s4^)^)-frs(fi£ +̂(i_)).

31 os n

' •-5t (^ (^ ^ <!»)& -'%«*.&♦ ^w](g -(M))

=-[4 -*%>&♦fc+ (f ^+H»+ fc*' §-s+ fc%>& ♦ y
y or dF F %

(Fs - -s» Fn "Vsr+ r>) (150)
n

The differential operators in equation (150) are not interchangeable,
for the curvatures here are also functions of time.
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The steady state equations are obtained from these equations in the form

if oF F dR

M- -ra£- K(M> - Rs (sr+ r )+ (Fs -^f V

-s| )(f - «F . R ( n+ _£))
os s os n s os R n

o . 1
oR b\ /oR

="f (Rs(cT+R:) +215f—s^J"/ 3TR

n / ) (P-E).

5*62 Coordinates fixed in the center of the moving hurricane

(151)

(152)

For some purposes it is convenient to transform the basic equations (4l),
(55) to a coordinate system which is fixed in the center of the moving hurri
cane. For example, in this system some of the acting forces can be considered
almost independent of time; e.g., the atmospheric pressure field and also the
field of the wind stresses on the surface of the sea. By this transformation
the problem becomes a steady state one if the bottom of the sea is flat and
the boundaries are sufficiently distant from the hurricane center, and if
further, no horizontal density gradients and no basic current exist in the
free ocean. If, however, the bottom is not flat in the moving system, the
bottom topography becomes a function of time even if the bottom is at rest
with respect to the earth. The coast line (in this moving coordinate system)
is moving toward the hurricane, if the hurricane is approaching the coast.

We consider a moving rigid coordinate system x«, y« fixed in the center of
the hurricane which rotates about the axis of the hurricane with angular ve-
locity^and which has also the translation velocity of the center £V# Then a

point P of the moving system has the velocity C relative to the earth

C =C^+ Xikxr (153)

In terms of a coordinate trans
formation we can also write

R =Rj(t) +$(t)-r
x = xAt) + a (t)x»+ a (t) y«*4 xx xy

y = yfi(t) + a (t)x«+ a (t) y
9 y* yy (15^)

where

Figure 5« - Resting and moving frames.
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a a
xx xy

$ - (a /) with »-ft(ji-ij)
yx yy

is an orthogonal tensor describing the rotation of the x1, y'-system about
the center of the hurricane.

Therefore the bottom topography becomes time dependent H(x,y) = H(xf y'
t) and further for afixed point in the relative system the depth of the
water below still water changes with time according to

o(rel)H ^•^Si-5- "C •Vh H (155)
In order to transform the system (4l), (55) to the moving system we

write (4l») and (55*) in terms of the mean velocity. vT, i.e.
A —

dt ^ h h

^ +fkxT +Mt3
h Q h Q

Vi
A

and write further for the mean velocity v =
h dt

(55")

The transformations of the velocity and the acceleration are well-known
(Truesdell and Toupin [34]) and are given for our present purposes by

A A

Vel)^ r

'A -A. A/_, \A

X -Virel)+ C -V<rel)+ Ce ♦ a (kx r) (i56)

d.W" >el%(rel)
¥*• dt " +8fl(Mi,*)) ♦ C§ *ft(kxr^ffr

^(rel)ty<rel) A A A

+C$ +il'(kxr)-£i2r (157)
where the dot means time derivation of functions which are only dependent on

time as Cg and fy.
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Considering all quantities in (4l") and (55w) as functions of x1 and y',
where the nabla appearing inJjjJ' represents anabla with derivatives with re
spect to the primed variables, the transformation is performed if one intro
duces (156) and (157) into (4l") and (55"), observing that

^=£^ . v .V - v .f(rel)- V .C-0
dt

One gets

h(rel)

dt

t ^ +q v,.Tirel) -15
dt

ATrel^rel)
« t; A T%

dt
+<**fl> (k^t^) *My(rel) . 3

— «a

C$* AxC$+ ^ C$ *<fl+ ^,Q)(kxr)-Q(Q+ f)r

or, in terms of the relative mass transport vector Mv,

ire]

"St^-^ +vh •M<rel) =f-I

(158)

(159)

(160)

a(rel)M^rel)
—St + V

M(rel) M(rel)

Q
♦<f +2fl)(kxMir^)-]P>

- ft

• — ~

C^kxC$+^C$+(ft +̂ fi)(kxr).il(ii«)r (161)

This system differs from the original one (4l»), (551) only by a modified
Coriolis parameter and an additional force on the ri^it side of (l6l) result
ing from the acceleration and the velocity of the moving frame. Here, however,
the apparent depth H of the bottom below still water level necessarily must
be considered as a function of time and therefore it was convenient to carry
out the whole calculations with time dependent H from the very beginning of
these considerations. However this fact of a time dependent bottom may be
more disadvantageous than having a time dependent atmospheric field of pres
sure and wind stress in the basic equations with respect to fixed coordinates.

6. FURTHER GENERAL EQUATIONS

The following considerations deal with some general equations which can
be derived from the basic vertically integrated equations in analogy to some
standard techniques used in meteorology. These special techniques can be
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applied immediately to the vertically integrated equations in the form (4l"),

(55") for the mean velocity vector,~^T, which differ from the corresponding
equations for two-dimensional atmospheric motions only on the right hand

sides which have a quite different physical meaning here than in the case in
atmospheric dynamics.

Such derived new equations are mainly the vorticity, divergence, and
energy equations. These are used widely instead of the so-called "primitive"
equations which are here given by (4l,r), (55"). These equations can also be
derived, however, from the equations for the mass transport, but then the
analogy to the equations for compressible fluids vanishes.

The right hand vector Jf^/ Qin (4lw) can be expressed always as the
gradients of two scalar functions 0n and 0_, i.e.

D R

F
~- -" Vh^-kxVh^R (162)

where the vorticity and the divergence of this vector are given by

k . vh x(-£)=. v* ^ vh •(-JL )=. v^r . (l63)
** Q

Here the acceleration potential 0D is given by g^ in the simplest case
in which one neglects in (55) all but the first term on the right side. -In
the more general case, however, the expression (162) has more the meaning of
an abbreviation for the complex right side of (55) and the decomposition into
two parts given by (162) is not possible in this case.

6.1 Vorticity equation

Writing the equation (4ln) in the following well-known local form
(Serrin [27])

^-Thx(VhxTh^k)+^^ =-Vh(0D +̂ )-kxVA)
Q (41"«)

applying the curl-operation, and introducing the relative and absolute vor
ticity by

£-k- vhx^r, ta-c +f d64)
one gets the vorticity equation in the following different forms:

i*v(iX +fvhxk|=-v^R (165)



Vdt^a V^k'Vl
•?: t: a
P-E

or, after introduction of the equation of continuity
A

vh ^h ^dt L> +,
one obtains

A A

J|.<^>+i<H>+i_k. Vhx|MVh
Q

3« T3_T?

Q Q Q

t; ?; a»

Q Q
h^R

From equation (168), in the case P-E = 0, the simple vorticity equation

Q Q
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(166)

(167)

(168)

(169)

follows. This shows that only in the case Vh0R = 0, i.e. the case in which
only curl-free terms on the right side of (55) appear, a conservation law in
the form

t f
-Tff- ( — >-° (170)

Q

exists (Charney [4], Morgan [20]). This is not the case however, in such
complicated force fields as in the hurricane.

This can be seen by looking at the right side of equation (55) to which
the lateral friction term on the left side is added in order to get

it . Dividing by Q and taking the curl in general only the curl of the term
_ (rp)

-gV,(TJ-T]; ') vanishes and therefore all other terms are acting as sources or

sinks of the vorticity of the mean velocity vector \Z".

Some of the more essential parts of -V, 0n are given by
h rR
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F
-*fc-k-VY-j*k^

+z-k-v.x(7- 5+-tSk.v/^H)xV( 312;Q h"N' ~h# ' (W*~ ^"^ V 2 }

2 *• h
«.2<(^+H)+ iali

Oh-h) . xVhk'̂ +VhVVhH

Ak'Vix
Q2 h #z,h "^z,h^b -zgk-v. qx (v-31)

c h

-H z

-l-k.v.xM^Wi^WjJ-v^,*... (171)

where the dots denote further terms containing the density variations p1 and
further terms which can be considered to be small.

An approximation found frequently in the literature is given by

JET
-?£*,,- k-v„x-£^^k-v,. h rR

Q Q
*K - (TCz,n)D

-fk*V (^+h) xV,. lnp"

+z-k-v.x(v.5)
Q h n

(172)

which, however, appears mostly in connection with the vorticity equation for
the mass transport vorticity k *V. xMh together with different assump
tions regarding the vorticity of the lateral friction term.

Neglecting all but one term in (171), i.e. -VJ——) xVj(a^ and also
n _-r. h

the term containing P-E in (166) the equation
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^ +?aVVh=VhpO0xVh(-A.) (1?5)
P

has its analogy in the well-known vorticity equation for two-dimensional

atmospheric motions where ya', p, and £have to be identified with the atmos

pheric pressure, density, and vorticity respectively. The case of "baro-

tropic" flow (constant atmospheric pressure at the surface of the ocean or

constant mean density *p~ of the ocean )leads to the barotropic vorticity
*

equation in the simple case considered above and in the general case the

first' term in (171) drops out.

As already mentioned, the vorticity equation for the vorticity of the

mass transport vector Mfl cannot be expected to have such analogies to two-

dimensional atmospheric motions in this simple manner because in atmospheric
dynamics no vorticity equation for linear momentum has been studied systema
tically.

In order to get a vorticity equation for the vorticity of the mass trans
port vector, i.e.

A A

z= k-VhxMh=k.VhxQ^=Q<;+k.VhQx^ (17*0

we write the basic equations (55*) for the mass transport vector Jvl in the
form h

^ +V|VhMh|+fkxMh=]£
and introduce the identity

A

vh

A
_ A V2VhMh | =zkxTh ♦ {vh .VhMb *vh(-Lv^) ♦>- vhQ (175)

leading to
A p

2£ ♦ zkxt ♦ (vh -X) Mh ♦ *xMh -Fh -vh(|v:> -lvh 5
Applying the curl operation one gets
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§ +"^h ' V+ ^ vh -X> ♦« V Mh)+ Mh- vhf ♦ k•vh( vh.vh)=Mv

=k.vhx^-k-vh(^)h(-^)xVhQ. (176)

The approximate form

! +Mn.vnf=k-vhx]£ (177)dt *T~h vh — h **-h VJ-"'

has been used in several investigations in oceanography together with special

assumptions on the structure of the force JF (Sverdrup [52]).
-«._ _„__, „ TT7 ._ ..... . ... . _ .. . .The curl of jf^ is given here by the curl of the right side of (55)ie curl of J[ •is given here by the curl

<H£ =-ek«Vh«cVh(n-ii(T))-k«Vh(^.ny xvhpk-vv 'h(**) xvh i(a)

(178)

k.vh?xvh(v!) -fk-v, (n+H)2 +(^.2) x V„ p

-k-vhx, ^i^V'\^' +k-Vh^xVhH+...

again neglecting small terms which, however, do not contain the following
terms

- gVx fjdzJpV);
-H

(i) .
vh c v (?' 5L )

h VP 2 '

_*
which are curl-free and vanish. Therefore the deviations p of the density
from the vertical mean, the deviation of the vertical integrated pressure

from the hydrostaticly calculated one, and the term p1 r\* do not contribute

to the vorticity equation for the mass transport vorticity.

In the case of a homogeneous ocean we get
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k-Vh x]gu - s>k- VhHxV^ +gpk-Vh(^,H) xVh(^a)+nW)

+k-vhx ^:i-(tz,h)b) +k-vhx(vh.rh) (179)

-k-V ^i^y^-v. +k-vh£bxVhH+...

6.2 Divergence equation

With respect to the derivation of the divergence equation we write (5lM
explicitly as XJ' '.

5+t'Vht +̂X +fth =-V^D-kxVh0
and apply the divergence operation leading to

A A AAA

h rB (55")

y VW vh(vh.Vh) +vhVh : vh^ -n -Th-(kxvhf)* vh.(Mth)
Q

or, using the identity
A A A

vh ^D

A A

V,X «\\ -<\-W -tfwjrj -JD.JD. §12;(#= ||vhYh+Xvh
where the absolute value of the deformation oO tensor is given by V &) *JD

fe vX>+<vh.Vh)2- 2J(Vx,t)-ft-fh.(kxvhf)+vh.(Mfh)= .V30r

dt
(vh.\) ♦**) -1 tl -Vh -(kxvhr) +vh • (Myh)=. (v^+ £

Q

(180)

The two forms of the divergence equation have, of course, their analogy
in atmospheric dynamics, where only the right hand side again has a different
physical meaning.

Since Jo :JO and £a are always greater than zero the following inequality

can be derived from the second representation of the divergence equation
(Truesdell and Toupin [3k]):
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A ^

kt ^ <Vh VP +S<Vh '% X' (kxVhf)+V.(Mfh)g^:o0
Q

(181)

This inequality gives an upper and a lower limit for the expression within
the two inequality signs, essentially for the divergence of the negative ac

celerations - or, for the Laplacian of the acceleration potential 0 , if
Q D

the other terms are sufficiently small.

This apparently useful approximation is given by

I^V20D +§^-£:,0 (182)
where, however, the limits are unknown functions. Therefore in contrast to
the conditions in atmospheric dynamics where the absolute vorticity and the
deformation can be obtained from wind observations, the divergence equation
in this form seems to have little value for practical applications to storm
surge problems.

The divergence equation for mass transport, however, which has not been
used in an explicit form in order to derive the wave equation (90*)j probably
has more importance than (l8o), mainly with respect to certain approximations.

Starting again with equation (55*)> i«e.

^+vh
and applying the divergence operation one gets, using the identity

v • VM =i-J) -oO - i~ +V • v (V -M )+M • v (v -Y"), h I Vh1V1h| £ ^M -°°M 2- +vh V h1Y1h;ivlh V vh V

+<V^X Vh'Mh) *\-( VhMh)- \ (|-) (183)
the divergence equation for the divergence of the mass transport in the form

| (vh-Mh)+ i-AA-1£+Mh- vh( vh-th)+( vh-X>< vh-Mh)
A

+V~-(vhMh)-vh(4-) - « -Mh- (kxvhf) -vh-IJ (i»)
Q

where $x. is the deformation tensor of the mass transport field M,.
M h
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In a linear theory only the following divergence equation appears

St <VMh} "fZ -Mh" (kxVhf) -Vh .]£ (185)
and therefore neglects all products of velocities or mass transports and
their derivatives.

The corresponding linearized vorticity equation follows from (176)

55 +t(Vn-Mh) +Mh- Vn f-k•Vh x]£ (186)
This together with (185) and the equation of continuity (kV) builds up a
system from which, in the case y t =0, a wave equation can be derived by
eliminating the vorticity and the divergence. This leads to a simplified
form of (90»)J this equation was derived in the same way from the vorticity •
and divergence equation.

There remains the calculation of the divergence of the force field IP
which is given by h

\'K =-«v5W*>>-<-,*)Vf f(a)+Vh.(t:i-(7f2,h)b) *V Vh'?h)

- svh « -V„(WT)) -v. (i^O-v |(a)

- g p
S"_2 --2V2 (^-)- §j(n*02+ (v2)J V2T- gV2(jd2 frdc)

1 1

H
-H z

5 *«2- 2gVhP-7h(-V) ^(n+HjV^^^-V^-V^

+̂ h+vh (2^)- vnH -v*£(i) +...

(^W;S)v

(187)

This follows from the right side of (55) together with the lateral friction
term from the left side and in which the remaining small terms have not been
written down explicitly.

It can be seen, that even in the case of a homogeneous ocean the Lapla-

cian of the variance (^£-) and also of the non-hydrostatic part of the averaged
pressure enters the divergence equations (180) as well as the divergence
equation (l&k).
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If we can assume a curl-free mass transport, equation (185) (withV f«0)

together with (187) for a homogeneous ocean with flat bottom and tJ<?^ H leads
to the well-known wave equation (with added surface wave effects)

g-sHV^n-^+iv 1C:z,h"^TCz,h^b

+

P h <ha)i<ha)J)^h^ (188)
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